
Perfection Chain Offers Custom Wire Form Capabilities for the Industrial Market 
 
Perfection Chain Products is pleased to offer their impressive technology and state-of-
the-art machinery to those industrial customers in need of custom wire forms. Whether a 
company is looking for complex, unique or straightforward shapes, Perfection Chain has 
the production facilities to design and manufacture the right piece to fit your needs. With 
sophisticated CNC and four-slide stamping machinery, their production team has the 
tools and expertise to create custom wire forms in a variety of metal shapes and 
dimensions. 
 
Perfection Chain wire forms can be manufactured in wire diameters of .120 to .375 or by 
four-slides with diameters ranging from .062 to .250. They offer a selection of different 
finishes, including bright galvanized steel, and can handle both high and low volume 
orders. Their trained staff can help customers determine the best design for their needs 
and handle the shipping in a time and cost-effective manner. Customers are encouraged 
to submit a sample, print or drawing to receive a free quote on custom orders. 
 
For more information or to request a quote, visit www.perfectionchain.com. Visit 
Perfection Chain at the International Fastener Expo, Booth #1261, October 17-19, 2017. 
 
ABOUT PERFECTION CHAIN 
 
As the largest domestic weldless chain manufacture, Perfection Chain offers an extensive 
product inventory including weldless chain, welded chain, decorative chain and chain 
accessories. These chains can be used in endless applications, from practical uses like 
hanging clothing or shelves to more decorative outlets such as creating an ornamental 
curtain or backdrop. They have been in the metal manufacturing industry for over 165 
years and currently operate from their headquarters in Cullman, Alabama. As members of 
the National Association of Chain Manufacturers, Perfection Chain manufactures 
according to industry standards in compliance with applicable ASTM, UL, CSA and 
federal specifications. 
 


